What a Contradiction!
Those who want to know the most suitable meaning in the world for the word
'contradiction' may go through the websites of SNATTA and BSNLEU. Both are alliance
partners. One partner SNATTA says post June, 2008 TTAs should not be allowed to
write the JTO LICE. Other partner BSNLEU claims that it is their victory that
management allowed all the 2007 batch TTAs to write the LICE ! What a contradiction
it is ! But at the same time GS, SNATTA says it is only NFTE that tries to make all the
2007 batch TTAs eligible to write the LICE(Infact, it is the truth).
In his mails to the Circle leaders, GS,SNATTA clarifies that due to the efforts of NFTE
to make the entire batch eligible for the LICE, the other union BSNLEU compelled to
write the letters to management to satisfy the post June 2008 TTAs. The GS, SNATTA
was even not in favour of counting the training period for the eligibility service.(If it was
the case, most of the DRTTAs would have been out of the first LICE). It was NFTE who
first asked the management to count the training period into the eligibility service, allow
entire 2007 batch to write the LICE, publish the dates for three exams etc.
We accept the allegations of the GS, SNATTA with proud that NFTE tried to make all
the 2007 batch TTAs eligible for the LICE. We will also try to make the all 2008 batch
TTAs to JTOs at the earliest. Infact, it is the history and purpose of NFTE. We always
tried to make the fruits available to maximum employees even if it is LICEs, time bound
promotions, wages, allowances etc. We will continue to remain the same.
Dear comrades, by allowing the whole batch to appear for the LICE , the chances of
litigations are minimised. But there are cases in some Circles which challenges RR,
2014. These cases are a threatening to LICE. The present CHQ of SNATTA has not
taken any steps to implead in that cases. In 2013 also many cases were filed all over
India against LICE. But the then CHQ leaders of SNATTA had thorough knowledge of
rules, orders and legal affairs and they successfully defended all the cases with the
support of NFTE. We request the GS of SNATTA that please don't try to spoil the
chances of your own(?) members.
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